
Check Out Check Out 33 Brand New  Brand New 
Lab Grown Diamond DetectorsLab Grown Diamond Detectors

Introducing the

SHERLOCK HOLMES 4.0 SHERLOCK HOLMES 4.0       
which will be available to preview at the

JCK Las Vegas Show, booth #5098

ONLY $6,745 ONLY $6,745 

The Sherlock Holmes 4.0 “sees” all corners as well as it sees the middle tray. No distortions!The Sherlock Holmes 4.0 “sees” all corners as well as it sees the middle tray. No distortions!

NEW optimized user interface that’s very easy to use. Just one click and then aNEW optimized user interface that’s very easy to use. Just one click and then a
few seconds for the result. No need to change platforms or calibrate.few seconds for the result. No need to change platforms or calibrate.

All results are automatically uploaded to the cloud!  Plus you can add Certificates, appraisals, All results are automatically uploaded to the cloud!  Plus you can add Certificates, appraisals, 
customer picture, customer name, customer picture, customer name, SKUSKU, barcode and any number of files or data to the test upload., barcode and any number of files or data to the test upload.

Retrieve data easily, and compare results to previous tests fromRetrieve data easily, and compare results to previous tests from
any device with a user friendly interface.any device with a user friendly interface.

Store all of the test results from multiple detectors under one account.Store all of the test results from multiple detectors under one account.

Visible checking area at once:Visible checking area at once:
10 by 15cm (Approx 4” by 6”)10 by 15cm (Approx 4” by 6”)

Number of rings in a tray:  27           Number of rings in a tray:  27           

Rotating fingers to easily check Rotating fingers to easily check 
multiple rings from all sides: multiple rings from all sides: 

up to 20 rings at a timeup to 20 rings at a time

Loose diamond checking area at once: Loose diamond checking area at once: 
10 by 15cm   (250 carats)10 by 15cm   (250 carats)

Height of checking area:   50mm    Height of checking area:   50mm    
(2  inches)  (tall enough to check (2  inches)  (tall enough to check 
bangles, bracelets and other large bangles, bracelets and other large 

pieces of jewelry!)pieces of jewelry!)
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